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There have been discussions whether the Sacrament of Reconciliation or Confessions
can be heard during the Enhanced Community Quarantine (ECQ). Following the Philippine
government’s declaration of Public Health Emergency due to the first confirmed case of Covid19 (Proclamation No. 922, 2020), the Catholic Bishops Conference of the Philippines (CBCP)
concurrently issued statements calling all Bishops and Diocesan Administrators to cooperate and
support all precautionary measures that health officials and government leaders offer for peoples’
health and safety (Valles, 2020). Explicit in those statements were guidelines heeding best
practices such as hygiene protocol, maintaining a clean liturgical space and fully enforcing
“social distancing” measures. Likewise, large gatherings such as sacraments and liturgical
assemblies are temporarily prohibited.
Due to the ECQ, the highly anticipated Easter religious experience have been hampered.
Church leaders are even calling to consider or lift ban of religious gatherings in some areas
(CNN Philippines, 2020). There are reports of a catholic priest who offers “door to door”
confession during the ECQ (Lucenio, 2020). A youtube video from the US shows a confession in
the parking lot (Associated Press, 2020), while another report reveals a Texas governor issuing
an executive order, who deemed churches as “essential services”, prompting the bishop of Texas
to reverse its previous banning of priests to hear confessions (Cervantes, 2020).
The Covid-19 pandemic had brought uncertainties in the lives of the people. It becomes a
moment to grapple with signs of hope. Aside from anxieties, however, there were also
opportunities to contemplate for signs of God’s presence.
“Signs” are too essential in this time of pandemic. Both secular and religious routines
have been destabilized by the lockdown. The yearning for government leaders’ attention has
been paralleled by everyone’s desire for the sacramental experiences. While some of the socalled “sacraments of necessity” such as Baptism and Confirmation can be deferred, Eucharist
and Confession remain essential in this crisis. This is supported by CBCP’s statement allowing
online celebration of the Eucharist, as it reiterates that such measures do not change traditions of
the Church but rather temporary precautions during the time of crisis (Valles, 2020). On the
other hand, CBCP was explicit in its guideline that Confessions can be heard through the
traditional confessional boxes that are still maintained in most churches, where protective cloth
shall be installed at the grill where penitent and confessors conduct the confessions (Valles,
2020).
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The Catechism for Filipino Catholics (CFC) defines Sacraments as sensible signs (1520),
instituted by Christ (1524), to give grace (1527). As a sensible sign, the works performed during
Confession confer grace (ex opere operato). This grace is derived from the very act itself
performed in the sacrament. The very grace produced in the sacraments was originated by Christ,
who Himself is the Primordial Sacrament. This means, Christ is the Source, Primary Agent, and
Goal of the sacramental activity (CFC, 1526). Celebrating the sacraments is an external activity
and physical objects are essential for its validity. Every Sacrament consists of two things, matter,
which is called the element (material or gesture), and form, which is commonly called the word
(mycatholicsource, 2018; Godfryd, 2016). To distinguish further:
The matter and form make up the external rite, which has its special significance
and efficacy from the institution of Christ. The words are the more important
element in the composition, because men express their thoughts and intentions
principally by words. "Verba inter homines obtinuerunt principatum significandi"
(St. Augustine, Christian Doctrine II.3; Summa Theologiae III.60.6). It must not
be supposed that the things used for the acts performed, for they are included in
the res, remarks St. Thomas (Summa Theologiae III.60.6 ad 2) have no
significance. They too may be symbolical; but their significance is clearly
determined by the words. "In all the compounds of matter and form, the
determining element is the form (Summa Theologiae III.60.7). (Knight, 2020).
Thus, form cannot be altered. These are the exact words expressed and instituted by
Christ prior to His ascension. The matter on the other hand, offers several and creative
approaches or symbols which may be culturally relevant. The matter in the sacraments can be
modified overtime in accordance with circumstances which may prove validity by the immediate
determination of the magisterium. Pope Francis said, “If you cannot find a priest to confess to,
speak directly with God, your father, and tell him the truth. Say, ‘Lord, I did this, this, this.
Forgive me,’ and ask for pardon with all your heart.” (Willey, 2020). Sins uttered or confessed
during the Sacrament of Reconciliation, although words expressed, is not a form but a matter, a
gesture or act of telling sins. From a different perspective, the Pope also stressed the necessity of
a confessor as condition for Confession. Priests are signs and their physical presence during
Confession proves validity and confers grace.
Without necessarily including the form below due to its recognized consistency and
certainty (Knight, 2020), the matter of the following Sacraments are figured out to determine
whether social distancing measures or other health protocols are enforced:
Baptism- matter is natural water that is poured on the head of the person.
Confirmation- matter is the imposition of hands and anointing with chrism.
Eucharist- matter is wheat bread and natural grape wine. Distribution of the communion
is done by hand.
Anointing of the Sick- matter is anointing with the Oil of the Sick.
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Holy Orders- matter is the imposition of hands.
Marriage- matter is the free exchange of consent between the bride and groom.
The above Sacraments require the specified matter with the form for their validity. Each
of the matters demonstrates human interactions with body contacts. These are either communal
celebrations. Confession on the other hand validly operationalizes each part of the rites in
accordance with the CBCP guideline (No. 5) with no breach of health protocol. The prescribed
physical distancing measures do not impede the grace of the confession and the absolution it
grants to the penitent.
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